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Thermalhomology theory HE
dea:probea space Xwith the

most basic n-dul objects.

5:1"- X

=>SxX =Hx(X;I).
· degreen homology classes represent

nduil"shapes"present in X



*

del for adull shapes: Manifolds

manhold M => [M]CH x(M;7(2)

f:
space

X => fx(n]fHx(X;4(2)n-

Thm:(Thou) VX, VCCHx(X;k/2)--

7f:M-Xst.C =fx[M].1
canasethisare



aboutHx(X;2)?

orvertedunfl M => [n] Hx(n ;x)

f.M- X => fx(n]f(x(X;k)

1NOT
EVERYHOMOLOGYCLASS ARISES

IN THIS WAY!

why? MSO is
not a wedge of

Eleberg - Mac Lane spectra!

(even though MS0(2) =(YHx) v (YH*/2)



theBrown. Peterson spectrum

Ellenberg -Mas have spectra are not

sufficient tounderstand cobodism theores.

#:(B-P, 1966) Uprime p, ] spectrum BP

S.t. MH(p) =Vz"BP.[
p-localization (future talk) k

Furthermore, when localized atodd primes,

MSO,MSU, & MSPare
also wedges

ofsuspensions ofBP. (think "BP=prime bord'sM ")



↑
properties ofBP

· πxBP =T(p)(n,vz,...],(vi) =2p:2
· HxBP =kcp)[t,,t2,...], (ti) =2p:2

· Hurewicz: xBP -> Hx BN

I- pt.*decomposables
↳**BPCHx(BP)

Looks similar to MM, but much smaller:

degrees ofgenerators grow exponentially, not linear↳.
(for M2, (xi) =2i)



Rall:Quille's theorem (=*Mx

=>the formal group
law associatedto

Mes is theuniversal one.

#ef:Aformal group law F over a

<(p) - algebra is pical if

fa(x) =0 Xprimes qP,1 zatix, J:primitive 9th rootof the



Over a torsionfree cps-algebra,
:

((Fp - typical (0g=(x) =1,01XP,251)
Thm: (Quille) The formal group

law
a

associated toBP is the universal[ P-typical fgl over MxBP.

Itsinduced by a homomorphism

MUx *T(p)- BPx



⑭Hopfalgebrold BPx(BP)

·

wing:BPX(BP)
=BRx[tyts. ...], (t) =2p

:
2

· coproduct: [1.S(t)
P
=.lit"**"+5

(t0=1) i,jz,0

· leftunit:M2:BP* * BPX)BP)
nclusion.

· rightout: 7*p(0) =ot*
Icontrast to MM, the Hopf algebrad
BPX(BP) cannot be constructedfrom

any Hopf algebra over 1(p).



opeoprscaniioaniiaaso

en

-->

-

[Priddy] ScpL "othomotopy
gps

H↑

↓, via attaching cells

constructs S ~> BP(P) kill odd homotopy groups



Ravenel:In practice, BPcomputations are hard

=>usually compute modulo on ideal.

ThM
-:CMorava, Landweber
· In: =(p, v,... , vn- 1) <BP*[ is an invonent prime

ideal.

· These are the only invarant

prine ideals in BPX.



Smaller versions ofBP
-

man-Baas: constructa spectrum ((y,...., yn-)

with **C(y,..., yn-i)
=M*MU/(y,..., yn- 1) .

⑮mon-Wilson:apply Sullivan - Bass toget

BP(n) with ⑭xBP(n) =kcp)(V,,..., Vn]

=X:BP1 is a direct summoned ofkencp)

Pop:X =finite CW complex => BPx(X)

[can be computed using BP(n)x(X) for some n.



Tadamsspectral sequence

Give a homology theory Exc

want a spectral sequence [E**3 .
- *(*)

(at least ata prime p whose Ez-page

is a functor of E*(X) as a E*(F) -module

- OR- "ofEx(X) as a Ex(E) - comodule.
--
--

EX:For E =HT/p,

Ez
=EXtAx(X(p,Hx(X))



Det.ThecalAdams resolution for

X based on E is the diagram

X =X0 <X,X2 -...
induced byfol91 fh<- th unitofE.

EnX. ErX, ErXz

where Xnx =fib(fu).

Each Xn+1-X. ->E Xn => longexact
homotopy groups.



Putthesetogetherwhoonexact comesee
on E.

RK:Other "Adams resolutions"also yuld S.S.S.

Bonsfield:gives conditions for convergue.
-

->

->

thc-pageflat
=> Ex(E1X) =Ex(z)4y zEx(X).



As withHI/pabove, the Ezpage based

on a flat ring spectrum can be described as

as Ext group in the category ofEx(E) - comodules.
&

Tike Ml, BP is flat &

#m:(Novikov) The BP-based Adams S.S. has

[EzEExtLBps(BD,BRAseque


